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GMCW™ Announces New Super Automatic Espresso Machines
Louisville, KY – GMCW™, a leader in the beverage and foodservice equipment industry, announced that it has
expanded its product portfolio to include Super Automatic Espresso Machines. GMCW has exclusively partnered with
Italian-based N&W Global Vending to bring Necta branded Super Automatic Espresso Machines to the US. Up to this
point, N&W’s Super Automatic Espresso Machines have primarily been available in Europe with only limited
distribution in the US. GMCW™ will offer the Korinto and Kobalto models, each of which allow the user to create a
variety of specialty hot beverages using fresh coffee beans, solubles, and fresh milk (optional).
According to the NCA’s 2012 National Coffee Drinking Trends Study, past-day espresso-based beverage consumption
doubled from 7% in 2010 to 14% in 2012. This indicates increasing customer demand for specialty coffee beverages
and an opportunity for operators. GMCW is pleased to offer their customers a solution that will allow them to profitably
serve café quality espresso-based beverages in non-café environments. GMCW/N&W’s unique solution to specialty
coffee allows operators who were once limited by budgets and staffing to profitably enhance their current beverage
program to include fresh cappuccinos, lattes, mochas, and more.
The Korinto and Kobalto models are currently available for purchase through GMCW. Both models will be on display
and available for demonstration in the GMCW booth (number 2081) at the upcoming NAFEM Show in Orlando, FL.
N&W Global Vending is a world leader in the production of automatic snack and beverage vending machines and is a
major international player in both the foodservice and the Office Coffee Services sectors. While operating in more than 100
countries worldwide, the Company generates 90% of revenues in Europe. Necta, an N&W brand, is the trademark of the
super automatic equipment manufactured in Italy. It is synonymous with the Italian coffee culture, drink quality and
variety, cutting-edge technology and constant commitment to meeting the many needs of the foodservice marketplace.
GMCW is headquartered in Louisville, KY with locations in New York, Illinois, and Thailand. The company is owned and
managed by BNY Mezzanine Partners, L.P.
GMCW™ offers an unmatched selection of beverage equipment and a complementary foodservice equipment line that is
the single source equipment solution for the industry. GMCW™ has a passion for product innovation, quality
workmanship, and world-class customer service. This passion results in profitable solutions for customers and partnerships
that ensure long-term success.
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